Adverb Types

There are several different types of questions that adverbs answer. Adverbs which answer the question “How?” are known as adverbs of manner, adverbs that answer the question “Where?” are known as adverbs of place, adverbs that answer the question “How often?” are known as adverbs of frequency, adverbs that answer the question “When?” are known as adverbs of time, and finally adverbs that answer the question “Why?” are known as adverbs of purpose. In the following sentences, the adverb is underlined and bold. Write what type of adverb it is in the blank provided.

1. Gregory walked across the hallway hurriedly.
   Type of adverb: _________________

2. Lisa opened the drawer to get her pen.
   Type of adverb: _________________

3. James completed this report yesterday.
   Type of adverb: _________________

4. Robert called her every week.
   Type of adverb: _________________

5. Eric talked to her to confirm the meeting.
   Type of adverb: _________________

6. Allison moved away.
   Type of adverb: _________________

7. Charlene murmured quietly.
   Type of adverb: _________________

8. Stacy left before the movie ended.
   Type of adverb: _________________

9. Lawrence opened the fridge because he was hungry.
   Type of adverb: _________________

10. Chris visits Sophie every weekend.
    Type of adverb: _________________
Adverb Types Answer Key

1. Gregory walked across the hallway **hurriedly**.
   Type of adverb: **Manner**

2. Lisa opened the drawer **to** get her pen.
   Type of adverb: **Purpose**

3. James completed this report **yesterday**.
   Type of adverb: **Time**

4. Robert called her **every Tuesday**.
   Type of adverb: **Frequency**

5. Eric talked to her **to confirm the meeting**.
   Type of adverb: **Purpose**

6. Allison moved **away**.
   Type of adverb: **Place**

7. Charlene murmured **quietly**.
   Type of adverb: **Manner**

8. Stacy left **before** the movie ended.
   Type of adverb: **Time**

9. Lawrence opened the fridge **because** he was hungry.
   Type of adverb: **Purpose**

10. Chris visits Sophie **every weekend**.
    Type of adverb: **Frequency**